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ILLUSTRATED VERSION:Contains more than 10 illustrations depicting scenes from the King

James Bible as well key events, prophets, witnesses and monuments of the LDS Church including*

Joseph Smith, Jr.* Three Witnesses* Angel Moroni* Mormon Hill* The Golden Plates

(Reconstruction)CONTENTS:This new Kindle edition of the COMPLETE LDS SCRIPTURES | LDS

QUADRUPLE COMBINATION contains the full an unabridged texts of the FOUR canonical works:1)

The King James Version Holy Bible2) The Book of Mormon3) The Doctrine and Covenants4) The

Pearl of Great PriceEXCERPT:"On the evening of the...twenty-first of September, 1823 ...I betook

myself to prayer and supplication to Almighty God.... "While I was thus in the act of calling upon

God, I discovered a light appearing in my room, which continued to increase until the room was

lighter than at noonday, when immediately a personage appeared at my bedside, standing in the air,

for his feet did not touch the floor. "He had on a loose robe of most exquisite whiteness. It was a

whiteness beyond anything earthly I had ever seen; nor do I believe that any earthly thing could be

made to appear so exceedingly white and brilliant. His hands were naked, and his arms also, a little

above the wrists; so, also, were his feet naked, as were his legs, a little above the ankles. His head

and neck were also bare. I could discover that he had no other clothing on but this robe, as it was

open, so that I could see into his bosom. "Not only was his robe exceedingly white, but his whole

person was glorious beyond description, and his countenance truly like lightning. The room was

exceedingly light, but not so very bright as immediately around his person. When I first looked upon

him, I was afraid; but the fear soon left me. "He called me by name, and said unto me that he was a

messenger sent from the presence of God to me, and that his name was Moroni; that God had a

work for me to do; and that my name should be had for good and evil among all nations, kindreds,

and tongues, or that it should be both good and evil spoken of among all people. "He said there was

a book deposited, written upon gold plates, giving an account of the former inhabitants of this

continent, and the source from whence they sprang. He also said that the fulness of the everlasting

Gospel was contained in it, as delivered by the Savior to the ancient inhabitants"So begins the

testimony of Joseph Smith, one of the most remarkable religious leaders and prophets of all time.

His revelations have become sacred and his Book of Mormon, along with The Doctrine and

Covenants and The Pearl of Great Price form the basis of the Mormon LDS Scriptures.SPECIAL

KINDLE ENABLED FEATURES:This edition has special Kindle enabled features, including

interactive table of contents, DirectLink(tm) Technology, text-to-speech capabilities which enable

audiobook features, as well as words that can be looked up on the Kindle supplied built in

dictionary.This edition also comes with full chapter headings as those found in the physical LDS



versions of the scriptures.
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We tried two other programs before getting this one and this is the best I've seen so far. The

interactive index allows you to move pretty easily to specific books and chapters; something that is a

definite improvement over the other two. The chapter/section headings appear to be straight from

the LDS scripture sets. The footnotes, bible dictionary and the topical guide are NOT included and

there is no cross-referencing. However, I doubt those will be included in any program until the

Church gets one adapted for Kindle.

I love it! Finally, a kindle version of the scriptures that has a smart, functioning table of contents. I

used to have to go to 10 different pages to find the contents on my other kindle scriptures. This set

takes one step! I just hit the menu button, go to table of contents, and VOILA! It's all there... the

books, chapters and all. 3 clicks and you are there. Thank you for finally publishing this. I love it!



Now I can almost catch up to those speed scripture chasers at church. JK

I gave this 5 stars because it is indexed nicely, is the official file from LDS dot org. Here's what the

other poster (1 star) said, and I did it very easily:"I'm trying my best to get the word out that this

particular work is available ABSOLUTELY FREE on the official website for the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints. Go to lds dot org (lds.org) and click on the scriptures link (under Menu ->

Study -> Scriptures). On that screen there is a link on the left menu for Available Formats. Click on

it. For the main Scriptures heading there is a link to download. Click on the download link. A menu

will display with the available formats (mp3, audiobook, pdf, epub, and mobi) you want mobi!!! Just

download it, connect your Kindle to your PC, and move the file into the documents folder on your

Kindle. Simple. "Now, it took me a moment to realize the part where they said " for the main

Scriptures heading there is a link" What you'll see is the Large heading Scriptures, followed by the

break out of each piece of the complete set (KJV OT, NT, BoM, etc), each with their own download

link. But just to the right of Scriptures is its own download link. That one has it all, in mobi format.

what your Kindle desires!!!Thanks for finding this for me! It is a Godsend!!!!! And FREE.

I have free LDS scriptures on my iphone with more features than this paid version. It looks great on

my touchpad but its missing all the features that would make this a great download.There isn't a

single footnote, JST note, Index, or Bible dictionary. And there's no page markings showing what

book you're reading from. You expect a bit more from a paid download than you do from a free

download but in this case you'll be disappointed. And  doesn't have a system for updates made that

would fix these major voids so what you buy will not see free improvements. I would recommend

buying something else.

I bought this version after obtaining several other e-editions including the LDS Gospel Library (App -

Dec 21, 2011) with reference links and the LDS Scriptures - LDS eLibrary with over 350,000 Links,

Standard Works, Commentary, Manuals, History, Reference, Music and more (Illustrated, over 100)

by LDS Church, James Talmage, Mormon and Joseph Smith (Kindle Edition -Jan 3, 2008). I found

that from time to time I heartily wished for a copy that contained no distracting links, just the

scriptures we were used to before e-books. When I just want to read scriptures for spiritual comfort,

this is the e-version I prefer. The wonderful scholarly possibilities of the linked versions challenge

one to further learning and are so convenient for dipping into other church publications. I use those

versions often. But I appreciate having this one on my Kindle too, uncomplicated plain text with no



distracting lures to disturb contemplation. Added comment 11/25/2012: Just tested this item on

newly purchased Kindle Fire HD. With accessibility features turned on, text-to-speech on Kindle Fire

HD will read this version. My testing showed that as of this date, it will not read the versions offered

on LDS web site and is available only on some books sold on . I would very much hope that

text-to-speech programming would become standard on all e-books sold on  in the near future.

Like others, I love this convenient edition for daily reading and study, bringing to church, and

reading on the go. You can highlight, but I haven't played around with it enough to make that feature

really helpful. I really like it, it is fairly easy to navigate quickly once you know what you are doing.

My only complaint is that the footnotes are not in there (that I can see), especially with the Bible I

would have liked that. Great for now, hopefully someday there will be an expanded version.

I was so glad to get the complete set of LDS scriptures on my Kindle. It makes bringing the

scriptures everywhere so easy. I will admit, I'm just a basic reader of them and don't highlight or

bookmark them, though I know I can. Also, the scriptures are so voluminous, they're not the easiest

thing in the world to navigate when looking things up. However, if you are just a basic reader of

good scripture, these are for you.
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